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Outline

§ A very short history of ABMs
§ Empirical ABMs need HPC

§ But not routinely used

§ Challenges and opportunities for making HPCs 
suitable for ABM
§ Institutional and technical



From…

Schelling-Sakoda ABM of Social Segregation



…to

District Regeneration in an Area of Stockholm



From…

FEARLUS-SPOMM: biodiversity and agricultural land use change (stylized)



…to

Cattle farmers in Scotland and potential responses to Brexit
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…to!?



Empirical ABM…

§ Growth in use cases
§ Easier for non-experts
§ Take advantage of 

‘ontological realism’
§ Loads of data

§ Input and Output
§ Require more 

complicated models
§ Need more runs

§ Calibration/Validation
§ Equi-/multifinality

§ Need HPC



Why don’t ABMers routinely use HPC?

§ Steep learning curve
§ Yet another bit of 

unstable CS tech for 
social scientists to 
learn

§ Alessa et al. (2006)
§ An et al. (2020)

§ ‘HPC snobbery’
§ ‘Embarrassingly 

parallel’ multiple 
parameter samples

§ Resource needs 
unpredictable…



Interlude: the Wolf-Sheep model



Wolf sheep model

§ Simulates predator prey dynamics
§ Sheep reproduce and are preyed on by wolves
§ Wolves reproduce and eat sheep

§ Stops when all the sheep are dead
§ Populations of sheep and wolves depend on each 

other and where they are
§ N.B. Lotka-Volterra model classic in ecology

§ Regular population cycles
§ Deterministic

𝜕sheep
𝜕𝑡

= 𝜁×sheep − 𝜂×sheep×wolves
𝜕wolves
𝜕𝑡

= 𝜃×sheep×wolves − 𝜆×wolves



Change 1: Fix the seed before setting up

Line 14:
random-seed 123456789



Change 2: Use an arbitrary seed after

Line 54:
random-seed new-seed



Time (in the model)

N.B. 500+



Memory use

§ Simple, canonical model
§ Identical initial conditions and parameters
§ Huge variation in memory requirements
§ Huge variation in CPU time needed

8G!



Features of ABMs affecting computing

§ Population change
§ Extinction

§ Interactions when social 
networks not fixed

§ Agents having memories
§ Lists grow and shrink

§ Contextually sensitive 
decision-making
§ e.g. Consumat (Jager 2000) 

§ Qualitatively different 
behaviour at large scales
§ e.g. Gotts & Polhill (2010)
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‘Technical Assessment’ form for ARCHER2

Rice, H. G. (1953) Classes of recursively enumerable sets and their decision problems. 
Transactions of the American Mathematical Society 74, 358-366. 
https://doi.org/10.1090/S0002-9947-1953-0053041-6

https://doi.org/10.1090/S0002-9947-1953-0053041-6




The ‘other side’…

§ HPC equipment is expensive 
and needs to be justified to 
the funder
§ i.e. tax-payer

§ Scientists are impossible to 
manage!

§ Shared resource needs some 
form of governance
§ But we have adopted a 

managerialist / ‘leviathan’ 
approach…
§ Ostrom: other options exist…



HPC as a social dilemma

§ Suppose no-one can predict their 
resource use accurately
§ Only the most boring computational 

problems are predictable
§ Complexity snobbery J

§ If I underestimate I will not get my 
results at all

§ If I overestimate I will get my 
results

§ If too many people overestimate, it 
will take ages to get my results
§ Too much computing time needed

§ Long history of applying ABM to 
common pool resources…



Using HPC effectively: opportunities

§ Study HPC use with ABMs!
§ Which policies work?
§ Can users exploit them?

§ Draw on social sciences
§ Governance and institutions
§ Mindfulness of power dynamics

§ Gender/ethnicity/class 
dimensions

§ Critiques of hegemonistic 
managerialism

§ Fun computing science!
§ Adaptive HPC schedulers?
§ Automatic parallelism?
§ Encryption for confidentiality?

§ Memory space, data in/out, …

“The articles in this special feature 
challenge the presumption that 
scholars can make simple, predictive 
models of social–ecological systems 
(SESs) and deduce universal solutions, 
panaceas, to problems of overuse or 
destruction of resources.”



Exascale computing…

§ 10^18 FLOPS
§ ~ A billion laptops
§ ~ A million clusters
§ ~ A thousand clouds

§ First exascale computer in 2022
§ Frontier, USA
§ ~600k CPU cores; ~8M GPUs

§ N.B. massive parallelism
§ 21 MW of power

§ Macal & North 15 years ago!
§ But interactions kill parallelism…

§ UK and EU both planning one

M O D E L I N G

Researchers at Argonne National Laboratory have been successfully using a new
modeling paradigm—agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS)—to address
challenges and gain valuable insights in such key areas as energy, biology,
economics, and social sciences. To maximize potential, they are developing a next-
generation ABMS system that can be extended to exascale computing environments
to achieve breakthrough results in science, engineering, and policy analysis. 

Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is a leader
in agent-based modeling and simulation
(ABMS). ABMS is a new modeling paradigm that
is having far-reaching effects on the way that
researchers across disciplines use electronic lab-
oratories to conduct their research. By model-
ing systems from the ground up, researchers are
exploring how system behaviors emerge from
the behaviors of large numbers of interacting
individuals, or agents. ABMS also serves as an
experimental technique, a framework for devel-
oping electronic laboratories in which the most
detailed assumptions about individual agents,
their behaviors, and interactions can be varied
and explored in silico.

Computational advances have opened the way
for a growing number of agent-based applica-
tions across many fields. These applications
range from modeling adaptive behaviors and the
emergence of new entities in the biological sci-
ences (sidebar “ABMS Benefits Biological Sci-
ences,” p37) to modeling agent behavior in the

stock market and supply chains to understand-
ing consumer purchasing (sidebar “Agent-Based
Modeling Applications,” p40). 

ABMS provides new ways for businesses and
government to use computers to support deci-
sion making and to analyze policies. For social
systems that are composed of agents who learn
and adapt their behavior based on their individ-
ual experiences, ABMS explores how decisions
and policies may affect groups and individuals
before the decisions are made or the policies are
implemented. 

Argonne researchers have developed and used
large-scale agent-based models to provide impor-
tant information to policymakers that would not
be available using other modeling approaches.
One outstanding example—Electricity Markets
Complex Adaptive Systems (EMCAS)—was used
to model the Illinois electric power industry
under deregulation conditions in an effort to
anticipate the likely effects of deregulation on
electricity prices and reliability. In this model, a
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Argonne researchers
have developed and
used large-scale agent-
based models to provide
important information to
policymakers that would
not be available using
other modeling
approaches.

 



Summary

§ Empirical ABMs need HPC
§ HPC needs new institutions and software

§ Don’t hamstring expensive equipment so it can only 
solve (computationally) easy problems…

§ ExAMPLER project (EPSRC: Jun 23 – Nov 24)
§ Exploring transformative potential of exascale 

computing for empirical ABM
§ Exascale computing is fast enough to experiment with large-

scale ABMs in under a second
§ Imagine being able to explore options to handle a 

developing crisis without waiting a month for your ABM 
results…



Agent-based modelling work at The James Hutton Institute has been funded by the 
Scottish Government, the European Union, the Macaulay Development Trust, the 

Economic and Social Research Council, the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research 
Council, and the Research Council of Norway

https://exascale.hutton.ac.uk/
https://large-scale-modelling.hutton.ac.uk/


